Vogue DIY
Beaded Rings
Wee bits of bohemian panache!
Easy to do, these whimsical rings can be
made in minutes. Wear alone or stacked
together.

What’s Needed:
.8mm Clear Stretch Cord- Cousin
8” Scissors- Fiskars
Clear Beads- Cousin
10mm Rhinestone Ball (Lavender)- Bead Landing
Lampwork Glass Rondelle (Multi) - Bead Landing
Evil Eye Beads- (blue)
6/0 Glass E Beads Strands- (gold, silver, turquoise, blue & multi mix)- Bead Gallery Halcraft
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A. Gather all materials together on a flat work surface (thinner cord can be used).
B. Cut a 6” piece of cord (or you can bead on the roll). String the center bead on the cord
followed by the clear beads. We used 16 pieces. To ensure size is correct, hold the
two cord ends together. Place the beaded loop on your finger. Slightly twist the two
ends together (do not stretch cord). Ring should fit comfortably on the finger without
contracting the skin. If needed, add additional beads.
C. Pull the cord tight without stretching the ring. Double knot the two cords ends
together.
D. Cut excess cord ends off. Pull the knot into the center bead hole.

Basic Ring Design 2:
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A. Be created with your bead selection. We found it more comfortable to place the
larger beads on the top of the finger and smaller beads around the finger.
B. String center bead first followed by an accent bead, smaller beads finishing with a
second accent bead.
C. Pull the cord tight without stretching the ring cord. Knot cord together at the top.
Ring should not be under tension from pulling the cord too tightly. Finish by pulling
tied knot through the larger bead hole.
D. Create a set of rings slightly varying in size to accommodate different fingers.

Additional Designs:
s:

Evil Eyes Rings

Vintage Beads Rings

Turquoise & Silver

Just Beaded Bands

Beaded rings are extremely stylish, fun and easy to make. Choose unique colour and bead
combinations to create fabulous one-of-a-kind designs.
See More DIY Ideas at bluarlan.com

